Active transport of iron and siderophore antibiotics.
Bacteria solubilize iron (Fe(3+)) with secreted siderophores, which are then taken up as Fe(3+)-siderophore complexes. Some bacteria also use iron in heme, hemoglobin, hemopexin, transferrin and lactoferrin of eukaryotic hosts. Crystal structures of two outer membrane transport proteins, FhuA and FepA, and biochemical data reveal strong long-range conformational changes of the proteins upon binding of Fe(3+)-siderophore complexes and in response to energy transfer from the cytoplasmic membrane into the outer membrane via the TonB-ExbB-ExbD protein complex. The crystal structure of the periplasmic binding protein FhuD strongly deviates from the uniform overall structure of binding proteins hitherto determined. Sideromycins, antibiotics that contain Fe(3+)-siderophore complexes as carriers, are highly effective, as they enter cells via Fe(3+)-siderophore transport systems. In this review, recently published data is discussed to demonstrate the state of understanding of iron transport across the outer membrane and the cytoplasmic membrane.